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(i = 1; 2;    ; d) (1.1)
????????????. ?????????????????????, ????????????
???. ?????, ??????????????. ????????????????????. ?
?, d ?????????????????, ??????????????? (Liuoville-Arnold ??
[Arnold, 1974]). ????, d?????? F1; F2;    ; Fd ? Poisson??????
fFi; Fjg = 0 (i; j = 1; 2;    ; d)
?????????, ???? d?????? Td ???????????. ????????????
??????????.
??????? (p; q) ???????????????, ????????????????, ?
?-??? (I;) ?????????????? H0(I) ?????????. H0 ????? I =
(I1; I2;    ; Id)????????, ????????????? d?????? I1; I2;    ; Id ????













2 ? 1? ?????
???, "?????????????, Hk(I;)?  ???? 2-???????. ????, ????
??????????????????????. ???, ???????????????
H(I;) = H0(I) + "H1(I;) (1.2)
????????.
1.1.2 KAM???, Nekhoroshev???, Arnold??
?????????? KAM??
??, ????????????????????. ???, ???????? I(0)????????,
?? T (")????? I(t)????? A(")-?????????? [Nekhoroshev, 1977]:
jI(t)  I(0)j < A(") for 8t 2 [0; T (")]:
???????????????????????
T (" = 0) =1 and A(" = 0) = 0
???????????????????. ??, ?????????????????, t = 1="???
??? I(t)???? I(0)?????? "????????. ?????, ??????? t > 1="???
? T (")? A(")???????????. ??????????????? KAM??? Nekhoroshev
?????. ??????, ???????????????????????????:






















Kolmogorov [1954], Arnold [1963a,b], Moser [1967]??????????, ???????????
?????????????????KAM??????????????????????????
??????????????????????????. ??, ???KAM??????, ????
???????????:

















9;  > 0 such that j!  kj > jkj 8k 2 Z
d n f0g (1.3)
???????????? d???????????????????????????. ???,
???????????????????????Kolmogorov??????, "???????
? Kolmogorov?????????????????. ???, ??? "! 0??????????
? 0???. 
????




= S(I; ) =
0B@ I + K2 sin(2)




1CA (mod 1) (1.4)
????????. ??????????? 1.1?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????, ???? 2????????????????
?????????? [Chirikov, 1979; Lichtenberg and Lieberman, 1992].
???????? K = 0????????????, ? 1.2(a)???????? I = Const:???
?????????. ? 1.2(b)?K = 0:5?????????????. KAM???????, K = 0
Periodic impulsive gravity
? 1.1 ???????????????. ????, ??????????????????.
4 ? 1? ?????
(a) K = 0:0 (b) K = 0:5 (c) K = 1:2
? 1.2 (a) K = 0:0, (b) K = 0:5, (c) K = 1:2???????????????.
??????????????????????. ????, Kolmogorov???? KAM??????
????. ?????, Kolmogorov??????????????????? (Poincare-Birkho??
??)?????. ???, ??????? KAM??????????????????? (???)?
??????????????. ???????? (1.3)?????????????????????
????? (????????????????)????, ??????????? (???)????
???????????????????. ????? KAM???????????????????
?????, ??????????????????????, ??????????????????




????? d = 2?????????????????. ??????????????, ?????
??????????????????. ??????, ?????????????????, ????
???? KAM?????????????????????????????. ?????, ????
?????????????????.
Arnold [1964]? d = 2:5??????????????????????????????????
????????????????????. ???, ?????????????????? Arnold
?????????????. KAM??????????, ??????? !  k = 0 (k 2 Zd n f0g)?
???????? Poincare-Birkho ????????????????. Arnold ?????????
???????????????????? (? 1.3(a)??), ???????????????????
???????????? (? 1.3(b)??).
????, !  k = 0 (k 2 Zd n f0g) ??????? 1.3(c) ??????????????????
?. ??????? Arnold????????, ??????????????? Arnold web???
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
? 1.3 (a) ??????????? (b) ???????????????? ([Arnold and Avez,










???????? !  k = 0 (k 2 Zd n f0g) ????
?????? ([Lichtenberg and Lieberman, 1992] ????). (d) ???? Arnold??????.
??????? KAM???????????????????, ????? (??)? KAM???
?????????????????????.
??. d = 2 ???????? KAM ????????????????????????????,
d  3 (d > 2) ?? Arnold ????????????????????????????? (? 1.3(d)
??).
Nekhoroshev??
??, ????????????? Arnold??????????????????? ???????
??? [Nekhoroshev, 1977]???????????. 
?? 1.2 ??????????H0 ? steep??????. ????, 0 < " < "0 ????, ???
?? (1.2)???????? (I(t);(t))?
jI(t)  I(0)j < A(") for 8t 2 [0; T (")];








and A(") = "b
??????? H0 ?????????? a; b? H0;H1 ????? "0 ?????. 












? 1.4 Arnold????????????????? T (") = " 1 exp ("a)???? Nekhoroshev??????.
???? steep???????????? [Nekhoroshev, 1977]???????, ?????????
???, steep?????????????????????. ???, I21 + I22 ? steep????, I21   I22
? steep???. ???, ???? KAM???????????????. ????, ??? a; b???




??Nekhoroshev??? d  2???????? I(0)???????, ????? T (")????




Nekhoroshev ?????????????????? Arnold ?????????????????
?????????????????, ???, ?????????????????????????
?. ????, ???? T ??????, ??????? A(")-????? T ????????, A(")-?
?????????????? T ?????????????????. Aizawa [1989b]??????
????? T ?????????








as T !1 (1.5)
????. ???, c ? Nekhoroshev ??????? a; b ???? d ???????????. ??
??? D.2 ?? log-Weibull ?????????????. ?????, ? (1.5) ??????? log-
Weibull????????. Morbidelli and Vergassola [1997]? Nekhoroshev??????????
?????????????????, ?????????????????? T 1 ???????.
*1 ?? f(x)? quasi-convex?????,
@f
@x






 u = 0 ) u = 0
??????????. quasi-convex?????? steep??? [Nekhoroshev, 1977].
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1.1.4 ????????????????
???????????????????? [Karney, 1983; Chirikov and Shepelyansky, 1984] ?
1=f ??? [Kohyama, 1984; Geisel et al., 1987]??????????????????. ?????
?????????????????????????????. ??, ??????????????




 Last KAM???? [Greene, 1979],
 ???????????????? [Aizawa, 1984a] ? Markov-tree ??? [Meiss and Ott,
1985],
 KAM ???????????? 0 ??????? [Aubry, 1978; Percival, 1979] ??????
???????? [Mackay et al., 1984; Bensimon and Kadano, 1984; Efthymiopoulos et al.,
1997],





???????, ????????????????? [Aizawa et al., 1989]????????N ???
??????? [Aizawa et al., 2000]????????. ????, ????????????????
?????????????????? [Bunimovich, 2001]?????????? [Akaishi and Shudo,
2009]????, ????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? [Altmann et al., 2005; Miyaguchi, 2007; Tsugawa and Aizawa, 2011].




[Bowen, 1975]. ?????, ??????????, ???????????????????????
?????? 1980???????????????. Rayleigh-Benard??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????, ??????
???????????????? [Berge et al., 1980; Manneville, 1980]. ??, Aizawa??????
??????????????????? Lorenz????????????????????????
?????????? [Aizawa, 1983; Kohyama and Aizawa, 1984; Aizawa et al., 1984]. ????, ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????, ?????????????????????????????? TMB : [0; 1]! [0; 1],
TMB(x) =
(
x+ 2B 1xB for x 2 [0; 1=2);
x  2B 1(1  x)B for x 2 [1=2; 1]; (1.6)
????? [Aizawa et al., 1984; Aizawa and Kohyama, 1984]. ???, B  1?????????. ?
?????????*2????, ????????????????????????????????
????????????. ????, ?? TMB ???? x = 0; 1?
TMB(x) = x and T
0
MB(x) = 1
?????????????, ?????????????? B ??????????????.
1.2.1 ????????????-????????
??????, ??????????????????????????????.












 1 for x 2 [0; 1=2);
+1 for x 2 [1=2; 1];
??????????, ??????? f(xn)g?? 1.5????????. ????, fmjg?????
???? fe(m) ??????????????????, ????????????????????











? 1.5 ??????????????? f(xn)g?????. fmjg????? fe(m)?????
??????????. ????????????? ????????????.
? 1.1 ????????????????????????????????.  = 1=(B   1)??
?, B > 1:5?  = 2  ??????.
??-????? ??-?????? ?????
(1  B < 1:5) (1:5 < B < 2:0) (B  2:0)
fe(m) for m 1 m (+1) ( > 2) m (+1) m (+1)
or ???? (1 <  < 2) (0 <   1)
C(n) for n 1 n ( 1) ( > 2) n ( 1) ! 1
or ???? (1 <  < 2) (n!1)
S(!)  !  for !  1  = 0 0 <  < 1 1   < 2
an for n 1 n n n
log n
; n (0 <  < 1)
???? (????, ????? ?? ????? ?? ?Mittag-Leer??
Lyapunov, Lempel-Ziv) (1 <  < 2) (0 <   1)
f(xn)g?????????. ????, ???? C(n) = h(x0)(xn)i????????, ?????
??? S(!)? !  ?????? [Aizawa, 1984b]. ???, ???? m??????????, ???
?????????????? B ??????????????? [Aizawa, 1989a]:
(i) ??-????? (1  B < 1:5), where hmi <1 and hm2i <1,
(ii) ??-?????? (1:5 < B < 2:0), where hmi <1 and hm2i =1,
(iii) ????? (B  2:0), where hmi =1 and hm2i =1.
?????????????????????????????? 1.1??????????. ????
? B ????????????????-????????????. ????? B = 2:0??????
1=f ?????????????????????????????, ???????????????
?????????? [Shinkai and Aizawa, 2006].
10 ? 1? ?????
1.2.2 ?????????, Darling-Kac-Aaronson??
?????????
??????????????, ???????????????????????. ????, ??
???????????????????????????????. ???????????, ???
????????????????????????????????????????????. ?
?????????, (????) = (???)????????????? Birkho?????????,
Kolmogorov-Sinai?????????????????????????. ????????????
? ?  <1???, ????????????.
??, ????????????????  = 1???????????????????????
?????????? [Schweiger, 1995]. ????????????????????????????
????????????. ??, ?????????????????????????? Birkho?
???????????. ?????????????????????, ?????? Birkho???
????????? Darling-Kac-Aaronson (DKA)???????????????????????
? [Aaronson, 1981, 1997].
????????????, ?????????
(x)  x B+1 + (1  x) B+1
???. ?????, B  2:0?????????????????????????  =1???, ?
????????.
Darling-Kac-Aaronson??
???????????? n???????????Nn ???????????? (? 1.5????
???????.). [Feller, 1949]??, ??????????? 1.1??????Nn ???????
?-?????, ??-??????, ?????????, ?????????, ??  ?????, ??
?Mittag-Leer????????????*3.
Darling and Kac [1957]? Feller?????????????????????????????. ?
1.6 ???????? x(t) ???? x(t) = 0 ?????????  ????????, ??????
???????????????? j ????????????????????. ???? 1.5??
?????????, Feller??????????????????????. [Darling and Kac, 1957]
??, ?????????????????, ??????????????????????????







t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5
? 1.6 ?????? x(t)???????????? (?? ).
Darling-Kac???????, ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????. ????, ???????*4?
????????????????? k ???????Mittag-Leer??? k ??????????
????????. Aaronson [1981] ??????????, ??????????????????
L1+() ????????????. Darling-Kac ????????????? Darling-Kac ????
???????????, ???????????????????????. ????, ??????









d a.e. as n!1 8 2 L1+()
????? an ??????? pointwise dual ergodic???, ????? an ?????. ???, T




  T j ????, pointwise dual ergodic???, ??????? an ?1???











12 ? 1? ?????
?????????????????????????? Darling-Kac???????????, ??
??????????? DKA?????????????: 








n= log n (B = 2:0);
n (B > 2:0);
???. ???,  =
1
B   1 ???. 
Darling-Kac????????? L1+()???????????. L(x) = lnT 0(x)? Lyapunov??
???????????, ????????????????????? L 2 L1+()????????




??????????, ????????? Nekhoroshev???, log-Weibull?, Arnold???, ?
???????????????????????.










??????????????????????, ?????????????? Nekhoroshev ??
??log-Weibull ?? Arnold ????????????. ????, ???????????????






?????? ?????? 2???, ????????? Nekhoroshev????log-Weibull?????
???????????, ???????????????. ???? 3???, ??????????
????? Liouville????????????????????, ? 2??????????????






??????. ??, ??????????????????????????????. ???? 4?
??, ????????? natural extension??????????????????????????
???, ???????????????.
DKA?????????, ????? L1+()???????????. ??????, ???????
??? Kasahara??? [Kasahara, 1977a,b]????, [Darling and Kac, 1957]??????????
?????????, ???????????????????????? 0?????Mittag-Leer
???????????????????????. ???, ??? 0???????????????
?????????????, ?? =2???Mittag-Leer?????????????????.





n???? n ( < 1)????????????*6?????. ?????, ? 5??????????
?????????????????????????????.
? 1  3??? log-Weibull?, ? 4???????????????????????????, ?
5?????????????????????????????????, ????????????
???????????????????????????. ???? 6???, ??????????
??, ????????????????????????? Arnold???????????????
???. Arnold??????????????, ??????????????. ??, Nekhoroshev?
?????, ?????????????????????????. 2000 ??? Froeschle ????
???? [Froeschle et al., 2000; Guzzo et al., 2002; Lega et al., 2003; Froeschle et al., 2005; Guzzo
*6 ?????????? sub-diusion????, ?????????????????.













Infinite Ergodic Systems (µ = ∞)
? 1.7 ????? B ???????????? TMB ???.
et al., 2005; Froeschle et al., 2006], Arnold web???????? Arnold????????????
??. ??? Froeschle????, Nekhoroshev???????? Arnold web?????? (??)??
???????????????????????????????, Nekhoroshev?????????
?????????????????????. ???, ??????? Arnold??????????
??, ????????????????. ???? 6???, ? 2  3??? log-Weibull??? 5??
????????????????????????, ????????????????? Arnold?
?????????.
? 7?????????????. ??, ??????????????? 1.7?, ? 2  4????
?????????????????????????????????. ??, ??????????







????????? (1.6)?????? [0; 1]???????????????, ?? 0 < a < 1??
? g : [0; 1]! [0; 1]????,
T (x) =
8><>:




for x 2 [0; a);





for x 2 [a; 1];
(2.1)
????????. ?????????? g ???, ?????????????????:
 ??? g 1 ?????;
 g(0) = 0, g(1) = 1, and g0(0) = 0;
 t 1???? g(t) t  g 1(t) t???, ??, g0(t) 1  g 10 (t) 1.
????????? TMB ? g(t) = tB ; a = 1=2????????. g(0) = 0? g0(0) = 0?? x = 0; 1
?? T (x) = x; T 0(x) = 1???, ??????????????. ???, ????????????
?????????. ??????, ?????? x = 0????????????????? g ???
?????*1.
Tm0 (xm) = 1????? xm 2 [0; a)?????. ????, ?? [0; xm)?????????????
??? [0; a)???????m????? T0 ???????????. ???, ?? xm ?m????
?????, xm  T0(xm)  xm ?m  m  (m  1)????, ? (2.1)?
xm
m
= (1  a) g (xm=a) (2.2)
*1 ?????????????? x = 1???????????????????????.
16 ? 2? Log-Weibull????????????
????. ?? g ????? xm  1 (m 1)???????????, ? (2.2)?
dx
dm





















1  a fG (xm=a) G(1)g : (2.4)
???, ?? G(x)?????  
Z x
dy=g(y)??????. ???, ???? G??????? G 1 ?
???????, xm=a 1???? G (xm=a) G(1)???????????, ? (2.4)?
m  a










??, ?????? x = 0????????? [0; a)??????? m????????? fe(m)?
???????*2. ? xm ????? [xm; xm + dxm)???????????????????, ??
?????????m???? [0; a)???????, ???? fe(m)?
fe(m) dm  dxm (2.6)














*2 ????, ???????????????????, ???????????????. ???????????????
????????????????????. ???????, ??????????????? (??) ????????
????, ???. ???????? T ???? x0 ????, x0 ! x1 = Tx0 ! x2 = T 2x0 !    ????????
???. ???, ??? T ????????? Frobenius-Perron??? T ?????????????????????
??? 0 ! 1 = T 0 ! 2 = T 20 !    ????. ???? 1, ????, 1 = T 1 ???? T ??????
? 1 ???????? (????????????) ?????????. ?????, Frobenius-Perron ???????
??, ???????????????? 1 ????????. ??? T ?????????????????????
?????? x???????????????, ????????????????????????????. ???,
???????? T ? n!1????????????????????????????????????, ????
???????????????????????????????. ?????, ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????. ?????????????, ????????













? 2.1  = 1:0???? log-Weibull ?? TLW(x)???. ?? A = [x1; 1   x1]? TLW(x1) = 1
????? x1 ???????????.




??, ???????????? log-Weibull???????. ? (2.1)????, ?? g ??????
 > 0????
g(t) = t1+ exp
 
1  t  (2.8)
??, a = 1=2????????????? log-Weibull?? TLW(x)???,  = 1:0???? TLW(x)
?????? 2.1???. ???????????????????????.
????, ? (2.8)???????? g ??????????? (2.7)???????, ???????











*3 Log-Weibull???????????, ????????? log-Weibull??????????????????. ???
2004 ? 12 ????????????????????????????. ?????? negative-Weibull ??????
??. Negative-Weibull?????, ?? g ?





( ~ > ln 2)











? ~ ???? 0 < t < 1???? g(t)?????????????????.
18 ? 2? Log-Weibull????????????
???. ???, ??????
G 1(m) = (ln(em)) 1= (2.9)








































????????? 1= ? log-Weibull?????????.
2.2 ????????? Log-Weibull??????????
2.2.1 Log-Weibull????????????
??????????? (2.1)? x = 0; 1???????????????. Thaler [1980]?????











???????? c1; c2 ?????, ???. ? (2.1)??????? T 10 ? T
 1
1 ?????????













g ((1  x)=(1  a))

as x! 1:







as x! 0 (2.12)
???*4. ???????????, x ! 0 ???????????????????????,
log-Weibull??????? ?





*4 x = 1???????????, ????????.
2.2 ????????? Log-Weibull?????????? 19
2.2.2 Darling-Kac-Aaronson????????, wandering rate
Log-Weibull ?????????????????, L1+() ?????  ??????? Darling-








???. ??? an ???????? ????????????????. ????????????
???????: 




???. ???, M0;c ???  = 0, ????????? c?Mittag-Leer??????????
?, ????, ????????????????,




??????? an ?? (2.13) ?????????. x2.1.1 ????? xm ??????? A =
[x1; 1   x1] ? DKA ?????? Darling-Kac ??????, ?????????????????







?????. ????? an ? wn ???????????????, ?? n????????????
??, ?????????????????????. ?????, ?????????? n?????
?????????:
an  wn = O(n) as n!1: (2.14)
????????? [Aaronson, 1997]??????, ????? an ?????? wandering rate wn ?
???, ?????? (2.14)??????????????. ?????????????? wn ???
???????, ??? an ???????.
20 ? 2? Log-Weibull????????????





























???????????????. ???, b = 1= > 0? e < y0 = e2b+2 < en????.
?? I(n)??????


















I(n) > en (ln(en))
 1=   e (2.15)
???.
?? I(n)??????
















































































 b   e+ by0 + 2b
n
en (ln(en))
 b 1   y0(ln y0) b 1
o
2.2 ????????? Log-Weibull?????????? 21
???, ??
















I(n)  en(lnn) 1= as n!1














Log-Weibull?????? DKA?? (? 2.1)?, ???? ???  2 L1+(), ????,Z 1
0
(x)(x) dx <1 and   0 (2.18)
??????????. ???, x2.2.2??????? A???????? 1A ??? (2.18)?????
????????. ?????? n!1??????? Lyapunov??????????? Lyapunov
???? L(x) = lnT 0(x)??? (2.18)???????????????????.
? x = 0??? [0; "]? L(x)????Z "
0
(lnT 00(x)) (x) dx 
Z "
0
g0(2x)(x) dx (" 1)







 < 1 ) L 2 L1+();
  1 ) L 62 L1+();
(2.19)
22 ? 2? Log-Weibull????????????
??????? (2.18)????????*5.




?? [Aizawa and Kohyama, 1984]. ????????????????????????????
!  (  1)????, ????????????????????????. ???? n ! 1???
??????????????? 1??????? [Akimoto and Aizawa, 2007], ?????????
???? !  ???????????. ??????, ??????????????????????


















as ! ! 0 (2.21)
???. ???, ??????????? (2.21) ? log ?????????????. ???????







as z ! 0
?????, ????? S(!) = Re [C(i!)]???????????????. ?????, ? (2.21)?
log ??????????, ????????????????????????????????. ?









  2 ) ! 2 fr(!)g 1=

as ! ! 0
??????. ????? r(!)? (!)?????
r(!) =
p
























? 2.2  = 0:5???? n = 103; 104; 105 ???? n(x)? x????????. ???  = 0:5
???????????? (2.12)???????.








as ! ! 0 (2.23)
?, ????????????. ! ????????? (2.23)?? (2.21)?????, ????????
?????. ?????????????????, ! 2 ?????????????.
2.3 ????
2.3.1 ????
?? (0; 1) ????????? 107 ????????????????, ????????????
???????. ??????????????? 0(x) ??, ?? n ???????? n(x) ???
?. ? 2.2?  = 0:5???? n = 103; 104; 105 ???? n(x)? x???????????. ???
 = 0:5???????????? (2.12)???????. n???????????????????
??????????.
2.3.2 ??????








??????. ????? (0; 0:5)????????? 106 ???????
???????????, m????????????? (0; 0:5)??????????. ? (2.10)??














































? lnm ????????. ???













???. ?????, ???????? lnm????????????  1= ??????????. ?
2.3(a) ?  = 1:0 ???????????????????, ??? 105  m  106 ???????
???????????. ????? ( 1)???????  ?????? 2.3(b)???.
2.3.3 ???? 1A(x)? Lyapunov???? L(x)???????????????
???? DKA?????????????????????????:
 ??? Sn()????????? hSn()i? n????????????????
 ?? n????????????????????????????
DKA ?????????, ????????????? an ??? n ??????; ???????
???? 1 ?????? Sn()= hSn()i ???????????????? Mittag-Leer ????
M; (+1) ???????; ??????. ????, DKA????????????? 1A ?????


























slope=2.098φ = 1Aφ = φL

















φ = 1Aφ = φL
(b)  = 2:0???.
? 2.4 (a)  = 0:5 (b)  = 2:0???? hSn()i? logn????????. ??? 106  n  107
??????????????????.
??????. ?????,
log hSn()i = (;) log(logn) + Const:
??, ??? n?????????  ????? ????????????? (;)???????
????. ??A????????? 105???????????????????,  = 0:5?  = 2:0
???? hSn()i? logn?????????????? 2.4(a)? 2.4(b)???. ??? 106  n  107
??????????????????.  = 0:5 ???????????????????????
??????? (;)?????????,  = 2:0?????????????. 0:3    3:0??
?? (;)????????? 2.5???.  = 1A ??????????????????????
(; 1A) = 1= ???????????. ???,  = L ?????   1? L 62 L1+()?????
??????, ??????????????????????.
???
(log n)(;) ?????? Sn()????????????? 1????????? Sn()= hSn()i
???????. ?????????????????, ????????????????????
??. Log-Weibull ?????? DKA ?? (? 2.1) ??, ????? L1+() ???? Sn()= hSn()i
?  ??????????????. ??????????? c ???? 1 ??????????
?? c =  (1) = 1 ?????, ??????? e x (x  0) ???. ? 2.6(a) ?  = 1A ????
 = 0:5; 2:0, n = 107 ???? Sn()= hSn()i????????????????. ?? (?)????
??????????. 1A 2 L1+()??????????????, ????  ?????? DKA?
??????????????. ??,  = L ???? Sn()= hSn()i??????????????
? 2.6(b)???.  = 0:5?? L 2 L1+()???????? DKA????????????????
?. ??  = 2:0??, ????????????, ?????????????????. L 62 L1+()












φ = 1Aφ = φL














































(b) ????? Lyapunov????  = L ???.
? 2.6 (a)  = 1A, (b)  = L ????  = 0:5; 2:0, n = 107 ???? Sn()= hSn()i????










????. ???, ??  ?
(x) =
(
 1 for x 2 [0; 1=2);
+1 for x 2 [1=2; 1];
*6 ???????????????????????????. ?? E????, ????????????? 1-?????


















? 2.7  = 0:5; 2:0???? S(!)? ! ????????. ???????????? ( = 0:5)?















exp ( i!kj) (!k = 2k=n)
?????. ??????, ?? (0; 1)????????? 103 ??????????????????,
n = 224 ???????????????????????. ? (2.22)? (2.23)??????? ! ??
??




















??????. ? 2.7 ?  = 0:5; 2:0 ???? S(!) ? ! ???????????. ???????
????? ( = 0:5) ?????? ( = 2:0) ????? (2.24) ???????. ???, ?????






????????? 1=f ???? 1-stable
law
? 2 ??????????????????? log-Weibull ??????????????????
???????. ????????????????????????????? Nekhoroshev ??












f1 + TPi(x)gz for 0 < x < 1
2z
;
x = TPi(x) +
1
2z
f1  TPi(x)gz for 1
2z
< x < 1;
TPi( x) =  TPi(x):
(3.1)




yn+1 = yn + xn;


















? 3.1 (a) z = 2:0???? Pikovsky?? TPi(x)? (b)  = 2:0????Miyaguchi?? TMi(x)???.
???, ?? fyng?????????????????. ????, [Artuso and Cristadoro, 2004]??
?? Pikovsky?????????????????????, [Cristadoro et al., 2010]???????
????????????????. [Miyaguchi and Aizawa, 2007]??, ?? [0; 1]????????
????  > 1????????? TMi(x)(Miyaguchi?????.)??????:
TMi(x) =
(
 k (x   k ) +  k 1 for x 2 [ k ;  k 1) (k = 1; 2;    );
+k (x  +k ) +  k 1 for x 2 [+k ; +k 1) (k = 1; 2;    ):





???????. ????????????????? 3.1(a)? 3.1(b)????.
???????, ??? log-Weibull ????????????, ???????????????
??? Nekhoroshev ??????????????????????. ?????????????
???????, Pikovsky ??? Miyaguchi ?????????????????????????
Nekhoroshev????????????????????? ????????, ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????. ?????????,




*1 k ? 

k ???? [Miyaguchi and Aizawa, 2007]??????.
3.1 ??????? Nekhoroshev?????????????? 31
 ???? Pikovsky?????????????, ?????????????????????
????. ?? log-Weibull????????????????????????????.
?????????, ???????????????????????????????. ????
???????????? (2.1)????????? g ?????????. ??, log-Weibull????
???? g ???????????????????????????????.
3.1.1 ??????????????????
? (2.1) ??????????????? x = 0; 1 ???????????. ???????, ??








for x 2 [0; a);





for x 2 [a; 1]:
(3.2)
???, 0 < a < 1??????, ?? g ?????????????????????:
 ??? g 1 ?????;
 g(0) = 0, g(1) = 1, and g0(0) = 0;
 t 1???? g(t) t  g 1(t) t???, ??, g0(t) 1  g 10 (t) 1.
??, ?????????? g ?????, ??????? U ? Frobenius-Perron????????
??????????????. x = U(yj) (j = 0; 1)?????? y0 2 [0; a)? y1 2 [a; 1]???, ?
?? b (< a)???????????. x < b???? y0=a 1? (y1   a)=(1  a) 1?????, ?











































????. ??????? g ?????





(g(t)) = fg0(t)g 1 ;
32 ? 3? ??????? Nekhoroshev??????????????? 1=f ???? 1-stable law

















???. x > b?????, U0 ? U1 ???????? (1  b)

(a  b)? (1  b)(1  a)??????
??????????, Frobernius-Perron????
(x)  (y0) a  b
1  b + (y1)
1  a
1  b (3.5)
??????. ?????, ? (3.4) ? (3.5) ????? (x) = 1 ? x 2 (0; 1) ?????? U ?
Frobenius-Perron???????????????????.
3.1.2 Nekhoroshev???????? g ?????? g 1
??? log-Weibull???????? g ?
g(t) = t1+ exp
 
1  t  (3.6)




















????,  = 1:0?????? U(x)?????? 3.2(a)???. ???????????, ?? [0; a)
???????????????????, x = a?????? U 01(x) ??????????????.
?????Miyaguchi?? TMi(x) (? 3.1(b))??????, g(t) = tB (B > 1)???  = B=(B   1)
?????.
3.1.3 ?? U ????
?? U ??? [0; 1]?????, ?????????????. ?????????????????





























for x 2 [ 1; 1 + a);




for x 2 [ 1 + a; 0);





for x 2 [0; 1  a);




for x 2 [1  a; 1]:
???? V ??????????????, ? (3.9)????? x =  1 + a? 1  a????????
?????. ? 3.2(b)?  = 1:0?????? V ????. ???????? Pikovsky?? TPi(x) (?
3.1(a))??????, g(t) = tB (B > 1)??? z = B ?????.
3.2 ?????????????
3.2.1 ????????????????????????????
?? [0; a)?????? U0(x)???? log-Weibull????????????, ?????????















???????? 1= ? log-Weibull ???????. ?????, ???? U ?????????
?????????????????????????? [0; a) ????????????????
34 ? 3? ??????? Nekhoroshev??????????????? 1=f ???? 1-stable law
D
a residence time m
the first escape time m
? 3.3 ??D???????????????????????? (?). ???, ????????









? 3.4 ? xm ? s ????? Um0 (xm) = 1 ? U1(s) = xm ????. ? U1([s; s + ds)) ???
[xm; xm + dxm)?????.
?. ????????????????????? (? 3.3??). x2.1.1??????? xm 2 [0; a)?
Um0 (xm) = 1?????????. ???, ? s 2 [a; 1]? xm = U1(s)??????, ?? [s; s+ ds)?
?? [xm; xm + dxm)???????????? (? 3.4??). ?? [xm; xm + dxm)????????
??? [0; a)????????m?????, ???? ?????????m????? fr(m)?
fr(m) dm  (s) ds (3.12)







g(xm=a)  s  a
1  a
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  g  G 1(m) (3.13)
=
 




















???????? V ?????????????????????????  ?????????:
(x) =
(
 1 for x < 0;
1 for x > 0:
???? f(V n(x))g??????????????????
C(n)  h(x)(V n(x))i
?????. ???, hi ?????????????????????????. ???? fxng 
fV n(x)g???? (xnj 1)  (xnj ) =  1?????????????????? nj ? j ?????
?????????????, ???? [Cox, 1962; Feller, 1971] ????????????????
???. ?????????????????????????, ????????????????,
m2 = n2   n1, m3 = n3   n2,    , ????? fr(m)??????????????? fmjgj2 ??
??????????; ???????????????? m1 = n1 ????? fr(m)???????








?????????????, ???????????????? [Cox, 1962]. ???????????
???????????????????????? f(V n(x))g?????????????????
??.
36 ? 3? ??????? Nekhoroshev??????????????? 1=f ???? 1-stable law








1 + fr (z)
(3.15)








1 +  f(ln(m+ e)g 1
i
(m+ e) 2 fln(m+ e)g  for m  0 (3.16)
????. ??? F 0r(m) = fr(m)? ~F 0r(m) = Fr(m)???????




















= 1  hmir z + hmir z2
Z 1
0
e zm fln(m+ e)g 1= dm (3.17)
??????. ???, ??????? (?? B??)?? (3.17)???????????????,
fr (z) = 1  hmir z + hmir z (  ln z) 1= + o

z (  ln z) 1=

as z ! 0 (3.18)
????????. ?????, ? (3.15)? (3.18)???????????????????
C(z)  z 1 (  ln z) 1= as z ! 0 (3.19)
?????, ??????????????????????????
C(n)  (lnn) 1= as n!1







*2 ????, ??????? hmir =
Z 1
0





????? S(!)???????????? C(i!)???????????. x2.2.4????????






  ei( (!)  2 ) ! 1 fr(!)g 1= as ! ! 0
??????. ???, ????? r(!)? (!)?????
r(!) =
p







S(!)  ! 1 fr(!)g 1= sin ((!)=) as ! ! 0




! 1 fr(!)g 1= sin ((!)=)






as ! ! 0;
????. ????? ! ! 0????????????? ! 1 ?????????  ????????
??????????.
3.2.3 ????????????????
???????? U ????????. ????? (2.1) ?????????? T ???????
? conservative ????????????*3. ??????? T ????????????????
??? [? 7.6 (??)][Arnold and Avez, 1967]. ??????, ??????? U ????????









d for a.e. x 2 [0; 1]; 8 2 L1()
*3 ??? conservativity ?????????????, ???, n ! 0 ?? (????) ????????? [Aaronson,
1997, x1.1]. ??????? Tnon ???????? conservative??????
1X
n=1
1A  Tnnon =1 a.e. 8A 2 B+
?????? [Aaronson, 1997, Proposition 1.2.2], ?????????? T ???????.
38 ? 3? ??????? Nekhoroshev??????????????? 1=f ???? 1-stable law








??? n?????????????????????????: \???? Sn()=n????????
???????? ???, ????????????????"
?????????? Birkho????????????????????????????, ???
?? Darling-Kac-Aaroson??????. ???????????? Darling-Kac?????????
????????????? [Feller, 1949; Darling and Kac, 1957]. ????, Darling-Kac-Aaronson
???????????????????????????????????????, Mittag-Leer
????????????????????????? [Aizawa, 1989a; Kikuchi and Aizawa, 1990;
Tanaka and Aizawa, 1993]. ????????????????????????????????
??.




[Ellis, 1985]. ?????????? KS-????????????????????????????
????????, ?????????????????????? [Bowen, 1975; Ruelle, 2004]. ??
????????????????????????????????????????, ??????
?????????. ?????????, ???????????????????, weak Gibbs??
????????????????????????? [Yuri, 2003], ???????????????






0 for x < a;
1 for x > a;
(3.23)
????. ?????????? [a; 1]??????????, ??????????????????
??????????????. ???, ?????????????????????m1 ? fmjgj2
????????? fe ? fr ????????????????, ?????????  = 0?????
?????*4. ??? x3.2.1???? Un0 (an) = 1????? an (n  1; a0 = 1)??????
An = [0; an]
*4 ????????? [a; 1]????? 2?????????????, ?????????? U1(x)??????????
???????????????.
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??, ??????????? A0 = [0; 1]??????????????? n???? Sn()=n??
????????. ????, ????????? Sn ??????????????????????
?: ???????? x 2 An ??????, ????????? x 2 A0 n An ????????. ??





< y + dy

dy = (An) (y)
???. ???, ??? x 2 A0 nAn ?????, ????????????? n???M + 1????
??????????
n  Sn() m2 +m3 +   +mM+1 (3.25)





















= 1  ~Qn(1  y); (3.27)
??????. ???, ??????? Qn ? ~Qn ?????????? qn(y) ? ~qn(y) ????. ?
(3.27)??
qn(y) = ~qn(1  y)
???????. ???, ???????? ~qn ????????. ? (3.26)????? fr ? 1-????











*5 ????? n?M ????, m1 ???????????.
*6 ???? fr ??????????????, ?????????M(z) = 1
  hmir z2 as z ! 0 ?????????
[Cox, 1962], ???????????????.
40 ? 3? ??????? Nekhoroshev??????????????? 1=f ???? 1-stable law
??????. ???,  ? 1-????????????. ?????, ???????????? ~qn ?
?????? x 2 A0 nAn ???? Sn()=n??????
pn(y) = (1  (An)) ~qn(1  y)
???.
?????????, ??????????? x 2 A0 = [0; 1]???? Sn()=n???????
pn(y) = (An) (y) + (1  (An)) ~qn(1  y) (3.29)
???. ???, (An)?? (3.24)?????????, ~qn ??????? (3.28)??? 1-?????
????.
??????
????, ??? x 2 A0 nAn ????
LD(n; ")  Pr
Sn()  nhin
 > "
??????????. ????, ? (3.25)? (3.28)??
LD(n; ")  Pr
(
PM
j=1mj+1   (1  hi)hmirM
M
 > hmir "
)
(3.30)
??????. ???, ????? fmjgj2 ????? fr ????









??????? (lnx)  ??? 1-???? L(x; = 1)???????? (?? A.1.2??). ????







! L(y; = 1) (M !1)
?????? bM ?????. ???, ??  = 1?????????? [Feller, 1971],
1  L(y; = 1) + L( y; = 1)  y 1;






 > hmir "
)
 fhmir " (lnM)g 1 (3.31)
??????????????. ? (3.30) ? (3.31) ???????, ??, ????? n ????
x 2 A0 nAn ????




























? 3.5  = 10 3 ?  = 0:5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0 ??????????? n ??????????
H(n)??????   log10  ??.
3.3 ????
3.3.1 ????????????????????






???,  ??? Dj  ((j   1); j) (j = 1; 2;    ;  1)??????. ?? (0; 1)?????????
106 ???????????????????????, n(Dj)???????? n????? Dj ?
??????????. ???????????????????????   log10  ???, ?????
??????????????????????????. ???, ?????   log10   H(n)??
???????. ? 3.5 ?  = 10 3 ?  = 0:5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0??????????? n ????
  log10   H(n)????????. ??????????????? 3  10 4 ?????????,
?? U ????????????????????.








































































ln (lnm) + Const.
? 1= ???????????. ?? (0; a)????????? 106 ????????????????
??, ? 3.6(a)?  = 1:0??? U ?????????????? lnm???????????. ??
? 104  m  106 ??????????????????. ????? (-1)???????  ????
?? 3.6(b)???*8.
*7 ? (3.11)??????????????????????.




























?m????????. ??  = 0:5 (?), 1.0 (??), 5.0 (??)?


















=   lnm   ln (lnm) + Const. (3.33)
?  = 1 + 1= ???????????????????. ? 3.7?  = 0:5, 1.0, 5.0????????
?m???????????. ????????? (3.33)?  = 1 + 1= ?????????????
??????. ?  ????, 7 < lnm < 11??????????????.
3.3.3 ?????????????
?????, x3.2.2?????????????? V ??????????????????????
???.
????
?????????????? jC(n)j?????. ? (3.20)??????????????????
??????????. ???, ??? n????
ln jC(n)j =   1

ln (lnn) + Const.
































? 3.8 (a)  = 1:0 ??? V ???????????? jC(n)j ? lnn ????????. ???
103  m  105 ??????????????????. (b) (-??)?  ????. ???????
1= ????.
? 1= ???????????. ?? ( 1; 1)????????? 106 ???????????????
???, ? 3.8(a)?  = 1:0??? V ???????????? jC(n)j? lnn??????????
?. ??? 103  m  105 ??????????????????. ????? (-1)??????? 
?????? 3.8(b)???.
????????











??????. ????????????? n = 220 ??????????????????????.
? (3.22)??, ??? ! ????




















? 1= ???????????????????????. ? 3.9?  = 0:5, 1.0, 5.0????????
???? S(!)? ! ???????????. ????????? (3.34)? 1= ??????????

















? 3.9 ???????? S(!)? ! ????????. ??  = 0:5 (?), 1.0 (??), 5.0 (??)?




?? (0; 1)????????? 106 ??????????????????, ? 3.10?  = 1:0???
? n = 104, 105, 106 ???? Sn()=n????? pn(y)????????. x3.2.3????????,
???????????????????. ??? y = 0????? n???????????????
?, ???????????????????????. ??????? (3.29)?????, ?????
?? (lnn) 1= ????, ??????? 1-?????? ~qn(1  y)????????. ???????
? 3.6(a)? 3.6(b)???????. ??????? ~qn ??????????.
?? A.1.5? 1-??????????????????, z > 0???? ~qn ???????????
????








?????????. ?????, ??? z=n????
lnRn(z) = ln z    ln (lnn  ln z) + Const. (3.35)
? 1 = 1 + 1= ????-?????? ~qn ???????????. ? 3.11 ? n = 106 ???
?  = 0:5, 1.0, 5.0 ???? Rn(z) ? z ???????????. ????????? (3.35) ?
 = 1 + 1= ???????????????????. ?  ????, 3 < ln z < 6????????
???????.





































? 3.11 n = 106 ???? Rn(z)? z ????????. ??  = 0:5 (?), 1.0 (??), 5.0 (??)








  hi <  "

:
???, " = 0:8hi ????, ???? x 2 A0 n An ????????????????????. ?
(3.32)????? n????







































? 3.12 (a)  = 1:0 ? " = 0:2 ??????? LDleft(n; ") ? lnn ????????. ???
103  m  106 ??????????????????. (b) (-??)?  ????. ???????
 = 1 + 1= ????.
?  = 1 + 1= ???????????.  = 1:0? " = 0:2??????? LDleft(n; ")? lnn???
??????? 3.12(a)???. ??? 103  m  106 ??????????????????. ???










??????. ??, ??????????????????????????????. ??????
?, ????????? natural extension???????????????????????????
??, ???????????????.
4.1 ??????????? Eigen-Silva??????
?????, ??????? 2??????????????????, ?????????????
?????? Eigen-Silva??????????????????????.
4.1.1 ??
??? (-???)???? (TX ; X;BX ; X)*1 ? (TY ; Y;BY ; Y )????????,
  1BY  BX ,
 X   1(A) = Y (A) for 8A 2 BY ,
   TX = TY  ,
*1 ?????????? 4????????, (X;BX ; X)?????????, TX ?X ??X ???? (??)?, ??,
?? X ??????????????.







???????  : X ! Y ?????????? [Arnold and Avez, 1967]. ????, ?? 4.1??
??????????, ??, ????????????????????.
4.1.2 Eigen-Silva??????









for x < 1=2;
2x  1; y + 1
2

for x > 1=2;
????????????????????? natural extension????????. ???????
?????????? Eigen-Silva?????????*2.
??, ??????? (-???)???? (T;X;B; )???????????, ???
 X = X0 [X1 and X0 \X1 = ,
 X = T (Xi) (i = 0; 1),
???. ????, ? 4.2??????? X ???????? X0 ? X1 ????, ?? T ??????





Ji(x) d(x) for 8A 2 BXi (i = 0; 1): (4.1)
*2 Eigen-Silva ??????? natural extension ?????????????, ??? Aaronson ?????????
(2011? 8?????????????)??? natural extension??????????? Aaronson????????.









? 4.2 [Eigen and Silva, 1989]???? (-??)???????.














for x 2 X1:
(4.2)
???, [0;1] ??? [0; 1] ?????????????. ????????????? (S;X 
[0; 1];BX[0;1];  [0;1])???????????.
4.2 ???????????????
??????, ????????, ????????????????????????????, ?
??????????????????????????????. ?????, ?????????
Eigen-Silva????????????????, ????????????????????????
???????, ????????????????????. ???, ?????????????.
4.2.1 ????????????
???? x4.1.1 ??????????? (TX ; X;BX ; X); (TY ; Y;BY ; Y ) ??????????
????????????????????:
dX(x) = X(x) dx and dY (x) = Y (x) dx: (4.3)
???, X ? Y ???????????. ???, ?? TY ??????? Y ??????????
??. ???, ??????
Y (x) = 1
52 ? 4? ??????????????????????????
??????.
????, ?????????????????????????  : X ! Y ??????? X ?
??????????????. A = [a; b] 2 BY ????, ???????????????Z  1(b)
 1(a)
X(t) dt = b  a





?????, ?? X ??????? TX ?????????? X*4??  ????, ?????
???????????? TY =   TX   1 ?????????. ???, ???? TY ????
Eigen-Silva???????????. ???, ??????? (4.1)?? A = [a; b] 2 BYi (i = 0; 1)??
??, Z b
a




Yi(x) (i = 0; 1)














for x 2 Y1;
(4.5)
???????????? (S; Y  [0; 1];BY[0;1]; Y  [0;1])???????????. ???, ???
????????????? TY ?????????, ???? S ?????. ? 4.3????????
????????????????.
4.2.2 ???????????????
???????????????????? (1.6)?? 4.3???????????????. ???
??????????
MB(x)  x B+1 + (1  x) B+1 (4.6)
?????, ?????????????:
*3 ??????????????.
*4 ???????????, ??? conservative ? ergodic ?????? (???????) ??????? [Aaronson,
1997], ????????. ??????????? conservative? ergodic??????????????.
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(TY , Y,BY , λY ) (TX , X,BX , µX)










(i) ???? MB ??????????? ????.
(ii) ?? ????, ????????????? eTMB =   TMB   1 ???.
(iii) ???? eTMB ????????? JMB ???????????? SMB ???.
?????????, (i)???????? (ii), (iii)????????????. ?????, ?????
?????????????????????????. ???????????????? x = 0; 1?
???????? MB ???. ???, ??????? B ??????????????, ?? B  2
???????????????????????????????????.
??????, ???? MB ??????????????, ?? (i)???????? ?????
?????????. ????, ???????? (4.6), ????, ? (2.11)? Thaler???????
????
9c1; c2 s.t. c1 1







??? MB ?????????? ????????????????????. ?????????
??????? T 1MB ??????????????????, ??????????????? TMB ?
????? Yuri??*5??????????. ????, ????????????????????,
???, ??, ???????????????? 1-???????????????????????
??????? [Schweiger, 1995].


















1=  x  1:

















Infinite Ergodic Systems (µ = ∞)
(Alves-Arau´jo) (Re´nyi) (Boole)(Bernoulli)




?????????????: ??????? (???), Alves-Araujo ?? [Alves and Araujo, 2004],
Renyi?? [Renyi, 1957][Schweiger, 1995, x3.4], Boole?? [Adler and Weiss, 1973; Aaronson, 1997].
????????????????????????????????????. ??????????
???????????????????????????? 4.4???.
? 1: ?????????????: ??????
??????? (4.7)????????????????????????????????????
??. ???, ??????????????????????????? (4.8)?????.
TY : [0; 1]! [0; 1],
TY (x) =
(
2x for x < 1=2;
2x  1 for x > 1=2: (4.7)
SBa : [0; 1]








for x < 1=2;
2x  1; y + 1
2

for x > 1=2:
(4.8)
? 2: Alves-Araujo????????
Alves-Araujo?? (4.9)? z = 2? Pikovsky?? (3.1)????????????????????


























? 4.6 (a) Alves-Araujo ??????. (b) SAA ??????????????????????
?????????.
??????? B = 1:5????????. ? 4.6(b)???????? (4.10)???????????
?????????. ?????? SBa ?? 4.5(b)?????, ??????????????????
???????????????
TY : [0; 1]! [0; 1]
TY (x) =
(
1 p1  2x for x < 1=2;p
2x  1 for x > 1=2: (4.9)
SAA : [0; 1]
2 ! [0; 1]2,
SAA(x; y) =
(  
1 p1  2x; p1  2x  y for x < 1=2; p
2x  1; p2x  1  (y   1) + 1 for x > 1=2: (4.10)
56 ? 4? ??????????????????????????
? 3: Renyi????????
???? Renyi?? (4.11)??????????, x = 0; 1??????????????????









????. ?????, Renyi????????????????????????? R???????
????????? (4.12)???, x = 1?????????. ??????? (4.13)??????
4.8???????????????????.




1  x for x < 1=2;
2x  1
x
for x > 1=2:
(4.11)










for x > 0:
(4.12)













; (1  2 x)(y   1) + 1

for x > 0:
(4.13)





















? 4.7 (a) ???? Renyi??????. (b) ???? Renyi?????????????????
??????????????????.




-2 -1  0  1  2
y’
x’
? 4.8 SR ?????????????????????????.
58 ? 4? ??????????????????????????
? 4: Boole????????
Boole?? (4.14)??????????? R??????????????????. ??????
??? x = 1???. ?????????, Boole???????????????????????













???. ????????? Boole????? (4.15)???????????????. ??, ????
??????????????????????? B = 3:0????????. Boole????????
(4.16)?????? 4.10???????????????????.
TY : R! R
TY (x) = x  1
x
: (4.14)




1  x  x2 for x < 1=2;
2x  1
x  (1  x)2 for x > 1=2:
(4.15)

















(y   1) + 1























? 4.9 (a) R????????????????? Boole??????. (b) Boole???????
?????????????????????????.




-2 -1  0  1  2
y’
x’
? 4.10 SBo ?????????????????????????.
60 ? 4? ??????????????????????????
4.3 ???????????????
????? (4.5)??????????????? (S; Y  [0; 1];BY[0;1]; Y [0;1])???????
???. ?????????????? F ???, S ?????.
??????????
?????????????, ??????????????????????????????
Liuville ??? 2 ????, ????, ??????????????. ??????????????
??????????, ????? (1.1)????????????????????????????






















????????? S ???? (4.17)????????????????????. ?????, ?? S
??????????????????.
???????????????????






















(i = 0; 1)
???. ? 24??????????????????????????????????, ?????
? xIFP ?? T 0Yi(xIFP) = 1????? R = 0???. ???, ??????? x = xIFP ???????




????? (1.1)? t !  t, p !  p, q ! q ?????????????????????*7. ??
????????????????
G  F G = F 1; G G = Id (4.18)
???????????? G???????????? [Devaney, 1976; Roberts and Quispel, 1992].
?????? (4.8)????? (1.4)??, ????








????????? S ????????, ?????????????????. ??????, ?
(4.18)??????? G???????????????????.
???????????
? (4.5)??????????????: (x; y) 7! (x0; y0) = S(x; y),8>><>>:




T 0Y0(x) for x 2 Y0;
(y   1)
.
T 0Y1(x) + 1 for x 2 Y1:
(4.19)
??? x ?????????? TY ???????, y ??? x ??? T 0Yi(x) (x = 0; 1) ? y ????
??????????. ????, ????????? S ???????????????*8. ??, ?
(4.19)?? y ??? x????????????????????????? (? 4.3??).
4.4 ???????????????????????????
???? Boole????????????????? SBo ???, ????????????????
?????. SBo ?  = R  [0;1] ?????????????????, L1+()?????????
*7 ??????????????????, ????????????????????????????????????
????????, ????????. ???, ??????????????????. ???????????????
????????????????, ?????????????????????????????. ?????????
????????? [Tasaki, 2000]???.
*8 [Mitsui, 2011]?????????????????, ????????????????????, ??????????
?????????????????????????????, ??????????????????????????
???. ??, ??????????????????????????????????????? [Arnold, 2010], ??
???????????????????????. Koga and Aizawa [2011] ???????????????????
?????????, multiplicative ? Langevin ??????????????????? Hopf ??????????
?.
62 ? 4? ??????????????????????????






(a) For x 2 Y0.






(b) For x 2 Y1.
? 4.11 (a) x 2 Y0, (b) x 2 Y1 ???? y ?????. ?????? xIFP ?? y0 = y ?????
y ???????????. x??? TY (x)?????? xIFP ??????????, y ?????
1=T 0Yi(x) (i = 0; 1)??????.














?????, ???? 1D 2 L1+()???? DKA????
  n1=2  Pn(D)p
2  (D)  ! M1=2; (3=2)










(x  0) (4.20)
???. ? 4.12 ??? [ 5; 5]  [0; 1] ? 100  10 ????? Dij ?????????? n = 1010 ?
?????????????????????




???????????????. ? 4.13? [ 1; 1]  [0; 1]??????? 105 ??????????
?????, D = [1; 2] [0:3; 0:7], n = 107 ????   n
1=2  Pn(D)p
2  (D) ?????????????. ?























? 4.12 ?? [ 5; 5]  [0; 1]? 100  10????? Dij ?????????? n = 1010 ????





















? 4.13 [ 1; 1] [0; 1]??????? 105 ???????????????, D = [1; 2] [0:3; 0:7],
n = 107 ????   n
1=2  Pn(D)p
2  (D) ?????. ???? (4.20) ? Mittag-Leer ??????
??.










DKA?????????, ????? L1+()???????????. ??????, ???????
??? Kasahara??? [Kasahara, 1977a,b]????, [Darling and Kac, 1957]??????????
?????????, ???????????????????????? 0?????Mittag-Leer
???????????????????????. ???, ??? 0???????????????
?????????????, ?? =2???Mittag-Leer?????????????????. ?
??????, ??????????? 2??? log-Weibull???????
Z
X
f d = 0??????
???????????????????. ?????????, ??????????????? n?
??? n ( < 1)?????????????????. ?????, ???????????????
?????????????????????????.
5.1 Darling-Kac-Kasahara????????
????? Darling-Kac???????? Kasahara????????. ??, ??????????
??. ???? Kasahara???????, ??????????????Mittag-Leler??????
????. ???, ???????????????????????.
5.1.1 ?????????? Kasahara???
[Kasahara, 1977a,b]????????????Xt ???????? f(x)????????????
??????????????????. ????????????? p(t; x; dy)??? (t?????)
?????????????????: ?????????? (dy)????
p(t; x; dy) = p(t; x; y)(dy)




e stp(t; x; y) dt
66 ? 5? ??????????????????
?
Gs(x; y) = h(s) + u(x; y) + "(x; y; s)
??????. ???????? Kasahara????????????:
(A.1) Xt ?????? h(s)? s! 0??????, lim
s!0
h(s) =1,










j"(x; y; s)j(dy) = 0.




(B.2) ???????????????, C 
Z Z
u(x; y)f(x)f(y)(dx)(dy) > 0.
????????? Kasahara?????????: 








f(Xs) ds < x
)
=Mbi(x; =2; 1):
???, Mbi(x; =2; 1)??? =2, ????????? 1???Mittag-Leer?????. 
5.1.2 Kasahara????????
?????? Xt ??????? (A.1)????????????????????????? j ?






as s! 0 , j d' L; ;c: (5.1)
??? L; ;c ???  2 [0; 1], ????????? c????????????????????. ?
???????? L; ;c ? L ????????.
??, ???? n? k ?????????????
Sn =X1 +X2 +   +Xk























???????????. ???, Xj ? j ???????????????????????????
????. ??????????
E(Xj) = 0 and E(X
2
j ) = 2
2 (5.2)









2=2 dy ????????????. ??, ??????
? [Feller, 1971, Chapter XIII.6]??
n = 1 + 2 +   + k
' (L)1 + (L)2 +   + (L)k
= k1=L



























































????. ???Mbi;=2;c =2 ??? =2, ????????? c =2 ??? Mittag-Leer ??








68 ? 5? ??????????????????
5.1.3 Kasahara??????????????????
?????????? Darling-Kac????? [Darling and Kac, 1957]? Aaronson???????
????????????????? [Aaronson, 1981, 1997], Kasahara ????????????
?????????????????????. ?????????????????????????
???????, ??????????????????????? log-Weibull??????????
???. ??, Sn(f)??? T ???????? f ????
n 1X
j=0
f  T j ????.
 




????, ???? 0 ???
 R
X
f(x) d = 0





n (1  B < 2);
n= log n (B = 2);
n (B > 2);
(5.6)
???. ???,  =
1
B   1 ???.  




????, ???? 0??????? f ?????. ???,Mbi;0;c ?????????? c???
????????????????,

















????????????Xj ??? (5.2)??, ???? f ????
????????? 5.1???????????????. ??????




1  2b + 1 for b < x < 1=2;
2(2x  1)
1  2b   1 for 1=2 < x < 1  b;
0 otherwise:
?????????? log-Weibull???? b??????????, ?
????? Newton?????????????.
???? (x)? x = 1=2?????????
(x+ 1=2) = ( x+ 1=2)
?, ???? f(x)? x = 1=2?????????





















f(x)(x) dx = 0:
5.2.2 ???????? ff(xn)g???????? fSn(f)g
?????????? f(x)? 0?????????????????????. ?? (b; 1   b)??
???? x?????????, ???????  1  +1????????????. B = 3:0???
???????????, ??????? fxng ???????????? ff(xn)g ????????
fSn(f)g?????? 5.2???. ???, f(xn)? Sn(f)?  10  10???????????. Sn(f)
????????????, ???????????????.

















?????? (b; 1   b) ???? 105 ??????????????. ???? n = 106 ??
?? Sn(f)=
p






??????????. ?? 5.2? Sn(f)=
p
an ????????Mittag-Leer






















?? pSn(x) ???Mittag-Leer????mbi(x;=2; c)??????. ????? (5.6)??
 =
8<: 1 (1  B  2);1
B   1 (B > 2);
(5.8)





































































(d) B = 3:5













?????. x = 10 2 ????? 5.3(a)5.3(d)???? DKL(n)? n????? 5.4(a)???. ?
5.4(b)? n = 103; 104; 105; 106 ??????? DKL(n)? B ?????????. B > 2?????
DKL(n)????????????????. ??????, ?? B ??????????????? n
???????????????????????.












?????, ???????? (relative entropy) ?????? [Cover and Thomas, 1991]. ??????????,
p = q ????? 0???. ??? distance?????????????????????????.
































? 5.4 (a) ? 5.3 ? B = 1:6, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 ???? DKL(n) ? n ???. (b) n = 103, 104, 105,
































(b)  = 1:0
































? 5.6 n = 106 ???? DKL(n)?  ???.
5.3 ????????????????????????????
????????????? sub-diusion








2E  an 
8><>:
n (1  B < 2);
n= log n (B = 2);







  = 1 (1  B < 2)??? normal-diusion,
 B = 2??? log????? normal-diusion,
  = 1
B   1 < 1 (B > 2)??? sub-diusion,
??????. ???, ??????? (B  2)????? normal-diusion?? sub-diusion???






? n???????????. ??? 104  n  106 ??????????????
????, ??????????? ?????. ? 5.7(b)? B = 2:0????? (5.9)????? log
?????????????????. ??  1 ????????????, log ??????????





2E ????? D ?????  ? sub-diusion ?????????
?. ????? fSn(f)g???? sub-diusion?????? 5.2?????????????????
*4 ????????????, ?? ??? O ???????????.























































2? n????????. (b) B = 2:0????? (5.9)





































log10 (Sn2 / 〈Sn2〉)
slope = -0.5
n = 106, B = 1.6
pD(x; α = 1.0, c)

















log10 (Sn2 / 〈Sn2〉)
slope = -0.5
n = 106, B = 2.5
pD(x; α = 0.666, c)

















log10 (Sn2 / 〈Sn2〉)
slope = -0.5
n = 106, B = 3.0
pD(x; α = 0.5, c)

















log10 (Sn2 / 〈Sn2〉)
slope = -0.5
n = 106, B = 3.5
pD(x; α = 0.4, c)
(d) B = 3:5


























????. ????????????  2 [0; 1]?????






*5 ??Mittag-Leer????? 1=2; 0?????????????, ?????????????,
  = 1???











  = 0???















































2? logn????????. (b) ??????????
??????????????  ???. ????????? 1= ???????.
? 5.3(a)5.3(d)?????????? (Sn(f))
2
h(Sn(f))2i ?????????? pD(x;; c)???????
??? 5.8(a)5.8(d)???. ????????????? 1, ???, D = hD;ci = 1??????












 (logn)1= ; (5.14)








???. ????, ?????????, ???????????? 1=2?Weibull???????.






? log n ??????????????. ??? 104  n  106 ???????
???????????. ? (5.14) ??, ????? 1= ???????,  ???????????
????????????  ????? 5.9(b) ???. ????????? 1= ???????. ?
?, ?????????????????????. ? 5.10(a)? 5.10(b)????? n = 106 ????





E ?????????? pD(x; 0; c)???????????. ? (5.15)
?????, ??????? (5.7)?? c = 1=
p
2????.
??????????. ??  = 0??????????? 1=2, ????????? c2 ?Weibull?????????:
pD(x; 0; c) = pW (x; 1=2; c
2):

















log10 (Sn2 / 〈Sn2〉)
slope = -0.5
n = 106, β = 0.5
pD(x; α = 0, c)

















log10 (Sn2 / 〈Sn2〉)
slope = -0.5
n = 106, β = 1.0
pD(x; α = 0, c)
(b)  = 1:0
? 5.10 (a)  = 0:5, (b)  = 1:0???? (Sn(f))
2
h(Sn(f))2i ????? (?)????? pD(x; 0; c)(?)
????????.
5.4 ??? ff(xn)g? fSn(f)g?????????
???????????????????? ff(xn)g? fSn(f)g????????????????
??.
??? ff(xn)g? fSn(f)g?????????? !k  2k
n







f(xj) exp( i!kj); eS(!k;n)  n 1X
j=0
Sj(f) exp( i!kj) (5.16)













???. ???, hi ??????????????????????????. ? 5.11(a)5.11(d) ?
B = 1:6; 3:0???????????? Pf (!k;n), PS(!k;n)? !k ???????????. ????
?? n = 217; 215; 213 ????????. ??????????????????? (b; 1  b)? 105 ?
???????????. ? 5.11(b)? 5.11(d)? PS(!k;n)????
 ??????????  2???.
 B = 3:0???? n???????, ?????????????.
????. ??????? fSn(f)g??????????
PS(!k;n)  n  ! 2k (!k  1) (5.18)










































































(d) B = 3:0???????????? PS(!k;n)
? 5.11 ????????????????. (a)? (b)?B = 1:6????Pf (!k;n)?PS(!k;n),
(c) ? (d) ? B = 3:0 ???? Pf (!k;n) ? PS(!k;n). ??????????????? n =
217(?), n = 215(?), n = 213(?)???.




f(xj)???????????????, ? (5.18)???? ff(xn)g????????
??
Pf (!k;n)  n  (!k  1) (5.19)
?????????. ? 5.11(a) ? 5.11(c) ??????????????????????????
??.
??, ? (5.18)? (5.19)???? n???????????. ?? !k = 0?????, ? (5.16)??
ef(!k = 0;n) = n 1X
j=0
f(xj) = Sn(f)
???. ???, ????????????????? fSn(f)g????? (5.10)??????????
??? (5.17)??
Pf (!k = 0;n)  n (1 )





















































? 5.12 (a) !k = 2  2 9 ???? Pf ; PS (B = 1:6; 3:0)? n????????. ???????
???????????????. (b) B ???? n???????? f ? S . ???? (5.20)?
???.
?????. ????????? !k  1??
 =
8<: 0 for 1  B < 2;1  1
B   1 for B > 2;
(5.20)
???????????. ? 5.12(a) ? !k = 2  2 9 ???? Pf ; PS (B = 1:6; 3:0) ? n ?????
??????. ??????????????????????, Pf ? PS ???????? n????







? 1  3??? log-Weibull?, ? 4??????????????????????????, ??
?, ? 5?????????????????????????????????, ?????????
??????????????????????????????. ???? 6???, ???????
?, ????????????????????????? Arnold????????????????
??. Arnold??????????????, ??????????????. ??, Nekhoroshev??
????, ?????????????????????????. 2000??? Froeschle??????
?? [Froeschle et al., 2000; Guzzo et al., 2002; Lega et al., 2003; Froeschle et al., 2005; Guzzo et al.,
2005; Froeschle et al., 2006], Arnold web???????? Arnold??????????????. ?
?? Froeschle ????, Nekhoroshev ???????? Arnold web ?????? (??) ?????
????????????????????????????, Nekhoroshev????????????
??????????????????. ???, ??????? Arnold????????????, ?




[Froeschle et al., 2000]????







I22 + I3; (6.1)
H1() =
1
cos 1 + cos 2 + cos 3 + 4
;
???????????????, fast Lyapunov indicator (FLI) ????? Arnold web ?????
82 ? 6? ??????? log-Weibull?? Arnold????????
?. ???, Arnold???????????. ?????, Froeschle????????????? FLI












?????? KAM ???????. ???? " ?????????????????? KAM ??
????????. ????????????????? 3 ????? Arnold web ????, ???
KAM????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????. ??????, ??????????????????????????????




 Nekhoroshev ?? 1.2 ??????? 3 ??????? H0 ????. ?????, H0 ?
quasi-convex ???, ?????, steep ???. ???, ! =
@H0
@I
= (I1; I2; 1) ??, ????
k1I1 + k2I2 + 2k3 = 0 (k 2 Z3 n 0)? (I1; I2)??????.
 ?????????H1 ??????????????? k????????, ???? k???
??????????*1.
Arnold????????????????????????, ?????????????????
?. ???? Froeschle??, ??????????????????????????????, ???
????????????????? H ?????????????:
TF(I1; 1; I2; 2) =
0BBBBBBB@
I1   " sin(I1 + 1)fcos(I1 + 1) + cos(I2 + 2) + 4g2
1 + I1





*1 ???????? [Guzzo et al., 2002]????????.
6.1 Froeschle?????? Arnold?? 83
? 6.1 n = 103; " = 0:6? Froeschle?? TF ???? (I1; I2)???? FLI??????.
6.1.2 FLI?
?????????, ?? x(n) = (I1(n); 1(n); I2(n); 2(n)) ?????????????????
?????????????????????. [Froeschle et al., 1997]?????? fast Lyapunov
indicator (FLI) ????, ?????????????????????????????????
?. ???, Guzzo??????????????KAM?????????????????????
????????? [Guzzo et al., 2002].
Froeschle ?? TF ???????????????? v(n) = (vI1(n); v1(n); vI2(n); v2(n)) ??
??,











??????. ??? x(0)??????????, jjv(n)jj?????????. Guzzo???????
??????????? KAM??????????????????????????????, ??
?????? jjv(n)jj = O(n)???????????????????????????.



















? 6.2 FLI(n;x(0);v(0)) ????????. x(0) = (2:067168; 0; 2:104867; 0) ????????
?????? (??, FLI(n = 103) =12.93), x(0) = (1:803274; 0; 1:218938; 0)?????????
KAM???? (??, FLI(n = 103) =2.934), x(0) = (1:671327; 0; 1:049292; 0)????????
??????? (??, FLI(n = 103) =2.295)??????.
? 6.1? n = 103; " = 0:6? Froeschle?? TF ???? (I1; I2)???? FLI?????????.









?????. FLI ? 2 ?????, 4 ?????????
?????. ???????????????????, ???? (' 3) ? KAM ?????????.
k1I1 + k2I2 + 2k3 = 0????????????????? (??????????.)???, ???
???????. ????????????, ???????? KAM???????????????
????. ??, ???????????? FLI?????? 6.2????. Guzzo?????????






????????, ????????????????????????. ? 6.1? FLI???????
????, ??????????????????????????????????????????
??????. ???????????????? Arnold web?????. ?????, Froeschle??
??????? FLI?????, ???? Arnold web?????, Arnold???????? x(0)??
6.1 Froeschle?????? Arnold?? 85
? 6.3 " = 0:6 ???? (a) n < 108, (b) n < 109, (c) n < 1010, (d) n < 1011 ???
?? fx : j1j < 0:005; j2j < 0:005g ??? (I1(n); I2(n)) ????????. ?????
(I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)??? 20???????.
????????????????????.
" = 0:6???? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)?????????????????????????
????? 6.1???????. ????? 20??????????? fx : j1j < 0:005; j2j < 0:005g
???????? 6.3(a)6.3(d)???. ? 6.3(a)???????? n = 108 ???????????
???????????????. ???, ??????????????????, ????????
????????. ?????????????, ????????????????? 6.1 ? Arnold
web?????? Arnold???????? (? 6.3(b)? n = 109, ? 6.3(c)? n = 1010, ? 6.3(d)?
n = 1011 ?????????????????.).
86 ? 6? ??????? log-Weibull?? Arnold????????
? 6.4 (a) n = 103; " = 1:6 ? Froeschle ?? TF ???? (I1; I2) ???? FLI ??????.
" = 1:6???? (b) n < 107, (c) n < 108, (d) n < 109????? fx : j1j < 0:005; j2j < 0:005g
??? (I1(n); I2(n))????????. ????? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)??? 20????
???.
Chirikov??
Nekhoroshev ?? 1.2 ???????????? "0 ?????. ???????????????
?????????, Nekhoroshev????????????????. [Guzzo et al., 2005; Froeschle
et al., 2005, 2006]?????????????????? Arnold????????????????
????. ???? Arnold ??????????, " = 1:6 ???????????????????
6.2 ???????????????? 87
(a) (b)
? 6.5 ?? fx : j1j < 0:005; j2j < 0:005g?? (a) Arnold??? (b) Chirikov??????.
??.
" = 1:6???? FLI???????? 6.4(a)???. ? 6.1??????????????????
???????????????????????????. ????, Arnold web????????
?????. " = 0:6???????, ? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)???????????? 20??
????????????? 6.4(b)6.4(d) ???. ?????????????? 6.3(d) ?????
????????????. 2 2????????????????????????. Froeschle?
?, ??????????? [Chirikov, 1979]??????????????????????????
??????????, Chirikov????????.
6.2 ????????????????
????????? Froeschle???????????? Arnold??? Chirikov????????.
?????????????????? Arnold?????????????, ???????????
???? Nekhoroshev????????????????????, ??????. ???, Chirikov?
??????????????????????????????????, Arnold????????
??????????????. ???????????????????? 6.5(a), 6.5(b)?????
?. ?????????????????????????????????. Arnold????????
??????????????? Arnold web????????, ???, Chirikov???? 2  2 ?
??????????????????.
?????????????????? Chirikov?????????????. ??, ???????
??, ???? Arnold?????? Nekhoroshev???????? log-Weibull???????, ??
?? Arnold??????????. ?????????????????????, ????????
??????????????????:
88 ? 6? ??????? log-Weibull?? Arnold????????
(a) (b)
? 6.6 " = 1:6; n = 1:6 104 ????? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)???? 5???????
?????????? Ij(n). (a) j = 1, (b) j = 2.
 n?????? l = 0; 1; 2;    ???????????? I(n) = (I1(n); I2(n))?




Ij(n) (j = 1; 2)
??????.
 ?? n = m n???? Ij(n)	 (j = 1; 2)????????? PIj (!k;m)?, !k = 2km n


















(j = 1; 2)
??????. ??? hi??????????????.
6.2.1 Chirikov????????
" = 1:6; n = 1:6 104 ??? Chirikov???? 5?????????? Ij(n) (j = 1; 2)????
?? 6.6(a), 6.6(b)???. ???????? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)???????. ??????
????????????, n = 216 n ' 109 ??????? Ij(n)	? 104 ??????????
6.2 ???????????????? 89
(a) (b)






? !k ?????????, (b) ??????MSD(n; j)? n????????.
?????????????? 6.7(a)???. ?????? (!  1)?????????? ! 2 ???
?????????????. ? 6.7(b)???????MSD(n; j)? n???????????. ??




??????, Nekhoroshev???? log-Webull??????, " = 0:6? Arnold????????
??????????????????????. ? 6.8 ?? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2) ?????
????????????????. ????????????????? I1(n); I2(n) ????, ?
????? n = 1:6  106 ???????????? I1(n); I2(n) ?????. ?????????
n ' 6 108 ??????????????????????????, ????????????? 1.4
???????????????. ?????????????????? Nekhoroshev??????
??, log-Weibull????????????????. ????? (=2; =2)???????????
????????????????????,
j I(n)  I(0)j < 0:18 (6.4)
??????????????????????????????. ? 6.8?????????????










? log10 n???????????????. ? (=2; =2)??? 4 104 ????
90 ? 6? ??????? log-Weibull?? Arnold????????
? 6.8 ? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)??????????????????. ?????????
???????? I1(n); I2(n) ????, ?????? n = 1:6  106 ????????????
I1(n); I2(n)?????. ???????????????????? j I(n)  I(0)j????, ??
?????? 0.18????????????????????????????????.
????????????? 6.9???. Log-Weibull???????? log-Weibull????? 1= ?
???, ? 6.9????????????????????????:
1= = 17:67 for 2:5 108 . n . 6 108;
1= = 24:21 for 6 108 . n . 109: (6.5)
??? Arnold????????
????, ????????????? Arnold??????????????????. ? 6.10(a),
? 6.10(b) ????? " = 0:6; n = 1:6  106 ??? Arnold ???? 5 ??????????
Ij(n) (j = 1; 2)????. ???????? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)???????. ??????
???????? n = 216 n ' 1011 ???? Ij(n)	? 500?????????????????
??????? 6.11???. ???????????  2?  1??????????????????













for ! < !c;
(6.6)
????. !c ???????????? nc =
2
!c
' 5  108 ???, ???? log-Weibull?????
??? (6.5)??????. ????, Nekhoroshev??????????????? ! 1 ??????
































????????. ????? (2:5 108 . n . 6 108)?? log-Weibull????? 1= = 17:67
???, ????? (6 108 . n . 109)?? 1= = 24:21???.
(a) (b)
? 6.10 " = 0:6; n = 1:6 106 ????? (I1(0); I2(0)) = (=2; =2)???? 5??????
??????????? Ij(n). (a) j = 1, (b) j = 2.
Nekhoroshev?????????????????????, ???????????????????
???????????. ? 6.12(a)?? 6.11???????????????????MSD(n; j)?
n ????????????. ??????? MSD(n; j) ? n ????, ?????????????
??????????. ???, ??????? (2:5  108 . n . 2  109)????????????
????????. ????????????? Log-Weibull??????????????????,
? 5????????, ????? log-Weibull?????????? (log10 n)
1= ???????. ?
6.12(b)??????????? log-Weibull???? 1= ????????????????????
92 ? 6? ??????? log-Weibull?? Arnold????????








' 5 108 ???.
(a) (b)
? 6.12 (a) ? 6.11???????????????????MSD(n; j)? n?????????
(b) log10 n ?????????. ?????????????? 2:5  108 . n . 2  109 ???
??.
???????. ?????????






?????, log-Weibull??????????????????????????, ???, ????
??????????????????. ???, ?????????????????????, ???
??????????? Arnold????????????????????????????????
???. ??, ??????????.
? 2???????????? log-Weibull???????????????, ????, log-Webull
?? TLW ????????. ????????????????????? (2.12) ????????.
???, ?? TLW ????????????,  2 L1+() ????????? DKA ?? (? 2.1)??
???. ??????? an ???????????  > 0???? an  (log n)1= ??????. ?







?? TLW ??? TMB ? B ! 1 ( ! 0) ?????????????????. ???? 1A ???
? L1+() ???????, DKA ????, ???????????????????????. ??,
Lyapunov ???? L(x) = lnT 0LW(x) ????? 1A ?????, 0 <  < 1 ? L 2 L1+() ???,
  1? L 62 L1+()????????. ???????, 0 <  < 1?? DKA??????,   1?
??????????????????????*1. ????????????????, ??????
????????? ! 2(  ln!) 1= (!  1)? log???????????????????????
???. ????, ?? TLW ????????????? extremely non-stationarity??????
??.
? 3??????????? Nekhoroshev????????????????? U ? V ?????
???. ???? U; V ??? g ?????? g 1 ???????????. ? 2??????????
???? Nekhoroshev????log-Weibull??????? g(t) = t1+ exp
 
1  t ??????, ?
*1 ??????????????????????????. ?? E???????????????? L1+()?????
????????????????, ???????????????????????????????Weibull ???
?????????????.
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Non-stationary region Extremely non-stationary region
β (U, V )
z (TPi)



















? 7.1 ???????????? 1.7?? 2  4????????????????. ??? ()?
??????????????. Log-Weibull?? TLW ?????????? TMB ? B !1??
?????, extremely non-stationary region???. ????????????????????
?? TMB ?? B, TLW ??  ??????????????????????. Pikovsky?? TPi
? z !1???????????? Nekhoroshev???????? U; V ???. ?????-??
???????????????????, ???? 1=f ???? 1-stable law?????????.
????? Lambert W ??????????????????????????????. ????
???, ????? (lnn) 1= (n  1)????, ????????? ! 1(  ln!) 1= (!  1)???
???  ????? 1=f ?????????????. ??????????? 1?????????
????????, ?????? (lnn) 1= ??????????  ???? 1-stable law??????
??????????. ????????? (lnn) (1+1=) (n 1)????????????????
???????.
? 4 ?????? Eigen-Silva ???????????????????????????????
?????????????????, ??????????????????????????. ??
?????????????? TMB ??????, ???????????????????????
????????. ??????, ?? TMB ?????????????????, ????????
???????????????????. ??????????????????????????
(Bernoulli??, Alves-Araujo??, Renyi??, Boole??)???????????????????
?. ????????????????????????????????????????????
??????, ????????????????????????????. ??, ?????????
????????????????????????????????. ???, ??????????
???????????????????????. ??????????? Renyi??? Boole???
??????????????????????????????????????????. ????
?, ?????????????????????????????, ????? DKA???????
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? 7.1 ?????????????????????????, ????????. Log-Weibull?
????????? f ???? Sn(f) ?????????? x5.4 ???????????????
??.





Normal diusion Sub-diusion Log-diusion
(n 1) n n (0 <  < 1) (logn)1= ( = 0;  > 0)
???? ????? ??ML?? ??????
(??ML?????) 1=2 =2 0
Sn(f)?
???????? ! 2 n (1 )  ! 2  n 1(logn)1=  ! 2
(!  1; n 1)
??Mittag-Leer???????????????????????.
??????, ? 2  4 ???????????????, ???????????????. ??-
??????????????????????????????????, ????????????
1.7?????? 7.1???.
? 5??????????????????????????. ??, ?????????? Darling-
Kac-Kasahara??????????????. ????, ?????????????????? fXjg
???? 0??????????????, n=2 (  1)??????????????? =2???




f d = 0 ?????????? f ????????????? 5.2, 5.3 ??
???. ???????, ?? TMB ????? n=2

 = 1 for 1  B < 2;  = 1
B   1 for B > 2

??????????????? =2 ??? Mittag-Leer ???????, ?? TLW ?????
(logn)1=(2) ????????????????????????????????????. ???,
?????? Sn(f)???????????????? n, (log n)1= ???????????. ???
?, ?? TMB ?? B > 2 ??????????????????? sub-diusion????, ?? TLW
????????, ?????????????????????????????????. ????
????????Mittag-Leer?????????, ??????????????????????
??????. ??????? x  1?????????????? x 1=2 ????????????
????. ??, ?? TMB ?????????????????????????????????. ?
???, ?????????????????????????? ! 2 ??????????????,
???????????????????????. ???, ??????????????, ?????
??????????????? n (1 ) (n 1)?????????????????????. ??
96 ? 7? ??????
?????????????????????????????????, ?????????????
??????????????????????????. ? 5??????????? 7.1???.
? 6???, ? 2  3??? log-Weibull??? 5????????????????????????
?, ??? 3?????????????? Froeschle???? Arnold??? Chirikov???????
???????. ????, ????????? Chirikov????????, ????????????
????????????. ???, Arnold???????????????????????????
???????????????. ????????? Nekhoroshev????????, ???????
?? Arnold?????????????? log-Weibull?????????????. ???, ????






DKA???????????????  2 L1+()?????????????????. ???, ?
???????????????????????, Lyapunov??, Lempel-Ziv??????????
?????????????. ????, \???????"????????????????????
???????????????????*2. ??????, ? 2???? E???????  62 L1+()




????????????? Darling-Kac-Kasahara ?? 5.1 ??????????????. ???,
? (7.1)?? (x) 62 L1+()????????????, ???? 0????????????????
??????????????, Lamperti??????????????????? [Lamperti, 1958;




*2 [Akimoto and Aizawa, 2007] ??????????? TMB ?????????????????. ??, ??????
???????????????
m(x)  1  (x)  (TmMB(x)); where (x) =
(
 1 for x 2 [0; 1=2);
+1 for x 2 [1=2; 1]; (7.1)
? m 2 L1+() ????? DKA ???????, ????????????????????????????
Mittag-Leer????????????????.
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???????????. ????, ??????????? Renyi??????????????, ?
?????????? q-????????, ???????????????????????????
??????????.
??, ???????????????????????. ???, ???????????????
???????????? Allan?? [Allan, 1966; Barnes et al., 1971]?????????????.
Allan????????????????????? 2-path correlation??????????????
????, ???????????????. ??????????????????????????
???????????????????? [Aizawa and Tsugawa, 2011].
?????????????????
? 3???, ???? Nekhoroshev?????? Liuoville???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????, ????????
????? Nekhoroshev???????????????????????????????????
?. ???, ??????????? 1=f ???? 1-stable law?????. ? 6??? FLI?????
???, ???? KAM????? Poincare-Birkho????????????, ?????????
?????????????????? Arnold web?????. ???, ???????? Arnold web
??????????? Arnold???????. ?????????????? 2  2 ??????
??????????????????????????? Chirikov???????.




?????????, ???????? Arnold web??????????????, ????????
??????????????, Nekhoroshev????log-Weibull??1-stable law???? d???
????????????. ???, ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????.
?????????????? I ?????????????????????, Froeschle????
???????? (6.1) ????????????????????????????? Arnold ??





Id+1 + "H1(1;    ; d; d+1)?????????????? Arnold???, (Id+1; d+1)??????
????????????? Rd ?? Arnold web???????????????? (I1;    ; Id)??
????????????????.
98 ? 7? ??????
?????????????????





?. ????, ?????????? [Tolic-Nrrelykke et al., 2004; Golding and Cox, 2006; Bronstein
et al., 2009]?????????????? [Nirmal et al., 1996; Brokmann et al., 2003]??????
????????????????????????? [Margolin and Barkai, 2006; Akimoto, 2008].
??, ?????????????????????????????????*3?, ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? [Jurlewicz, 2003]. ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? [Trzmiel
et al., 2011].
????????????????????? [Arnold, 2010; Koga and Aizawa, 2011]. ?????
?, Langevin??????????????????????, ??????????????????
????????????. ???, ???????????????????????, ???????






???????????????????*4. ??, ????????????????? 0?????






f1 + (i!A)g :










????,  ?  ?????????????????????: i) Debye ???:  = 1;  = 1. ii) Davidson-
Cole ???:  = 1; 0 <  < 1. iii) Cole-Cole ???: 0 <  < 1;  = 1. iv) Havriliak-Negami ???:
0 <  < 1; 0 <  < 1.


























????????. X;X1;X2;    ?????? L??????????????, Sn =X1+   +Xn
???. 
?? A.1 ?? L???????????, ? n????
Sn
d
= anX + bn






?, ????????????????. ???????????????????????. ???, ?
??????????
?????????????????????????????????????
???????????, ??, ???????????????????????????????. ?
102 ?? A ?????Mittag-Leer??
??????????????????, ????????????????????. 
?? A.2 ??????? fYjg??? F ?, (Y1 +   + Yn)  dn
cn
?????? R??????
?????? cn > 0; dn ???????, ?? R???????????. 
?? A.1??????????????????????????????. 
?? A.3 (1) ?? F ???  = 2 ????? (?????) ???????????,Z x
 x
y2dF (y)? x!1???????????????.
(2) ?? F ???  2 (0; 2)????????????????,
1  F (x)
1  F (x) + F ( x) ! p;
F ( x)
1  F (x) + F ( x) ! q (x!1)
???? p+ q = 1?????? p; q  0????????,
1  F (x) + F ( x)  2  

x  h(x) (x!1)
?????????????. ???, h(x)? x!1????????????.
(3) ????????????????. 







?? A.4 ??  2 (0; 2], ??????? , ????????? c ? (???) ????
L(x;; ; c)????????




???????????. ???, ?? ? z ? 0????,
jj 
(
 (0 <  < 1);
2   (1 <  < 2);
??????????????????. 
A.1.2  = 1? 1-stable law
[Aaronson and Denker, 1998]?  = 1?????? 1-stable law????, ??????????
????????????.
A.1 ???? 103 
?? A.5 c1 + c2 > 0????? c1; c2  0????
1  F (x) = (c1 + o(1))x 1 h(x); F ( x) = (c2 + o(1))x 1 h(x) (x!1)
????? F ?????  (z)???????????????: z ! 0?
Re log (z) =  c jzjh(jzj 1) + o(jzjh(jzj 1));























































???????????? Fellelr(1952)? Bergstrom(1953)????????????. ?????
? [Feller, 1971]???. ????, ???????????????????????? l(x;; ; c)?
????????. ???,  = 1; 2???.
 1 <  < 2???,

































 0 <  < 1???,
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  = 2???, ????????:










  = 1;  = 0???, ?????????:






  = 1=2;  =  1=2???,












?. ?????? C???????? math.h??? tgammal????. ?????????????
?? c = 1???.
 ????????????  ??????????:
l( x;; ; c) = l(x;; ; c):
? A.1 ?  = 1:5 ????  =    2 =  0:5 (?),  = 2    = 0:5 (?),  = 0:5 ????
 =   =  0:5 (?),  =  = 0:5 (????) ??????????.
  = 1:5????,  ?????????   2    0????  ?????????????
???? A.2???.
  = 0:5????,  ?????????      0????  ??????????????
??? A.3???.
 ?????????  ( + 1) ???????????????????????, ? A.4 ?
 = 1:5;  = 0:5?  = 0:5;  =  0:5??????????????????.  = 0:5???
????????????????????, x . 6?????????????.
A.1.5 ?????????????????????




























? A.1 ?????? l(x;; ; 1)????.  = 1:5????  =   2 =  0:5 (?),  = 2  =




















? A.2  = 1:5???,  0:5    0??????????????.







= L(x;; ; c)
?????, ?????
fn(x) = n
1 1= l(n1 1=x;; ; c)
*1 ????????????????? n!1??????.









































α = 1.5, γ =  0.5
α = 0.5, γ = -0.5
? A.4  = 1:5;  = 0:5?  = 0:5;  =  0:5???????????????.
???. ?????, fn(x)?????????? z > 0?
efn(z) = exp fln rn(z) + in(z)g ;
ln rn(z) =  n1 (cz) cos(=2);
n(z) =  n1 (cz) sin(=2);
????. ??? rn(z)? n(z)?????????????????. ?????,
Rn(z) =
p
(ln rn(z))2 + 2n(z) = n
1 (cz)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???????? Rn(z)?????????? ? c??????????????????:
lnRn(z) = (ln z + ln c)  (  1) lnn:
?????????????????????:
0 <   2????????????? ? c???????????? 
1. ?????????? fn(x)???????? un(z)??? vn(z)?????:
un(z) =
Z
cos(zx)fn(x) dx; vn(z) =
Z
sin(zx)fn(x) dx:















4. lnRn(z)? ln z ???????? n???????, Y = a(X + b)  (a  1) lnn????
????????? a; b???. ????, ??????????????????
 = a; c = eb
??????. 
 = 1? 1-stable law????
? 3????????????, fXjg??????? h(x) = (lnx)  ????? 1-stable law??
?????????????. ???? Sn=n??????
efn(z) = n  z
n
on
???. ?????, ???????? (-1)??????? z > 0????













???. ???, ????? Rn(z) ???????????????,  ?????????????
??:
lnRn(z) = ln z    ln(lnn  ln z) + Const:
?????????????????????:
108 ?? A ?????Mittag-Leer??
h(x) = (lnx) ;  = 1????????????  ???????????? 
1. ?????????? fn(x)???????? un(z)??? vn(z)?????:
un(z) =
Z













3. lnRn(z)? ln z ???????? n???????, Y = X   a ln(lnn  X) + b????





???????????Mittag-Leer ???????????????? 1957 ?? Darling ?




??. ???????????????????????  ?? Mittag-Leer ?? E(z) ???*3,
Mittag-Leer??????????????. 








???????? E( cz)????????. ???, ???? x  0. 
A.2.2 Mittag-Leer???????????
?? A.6?????????Mittag-Leer????m(x;; c)??????. ??????????
???????? [Pollard, 1946, 1948]????????. ????????????????????
*2 [Feller, 1949] ??Mittag-Leer ?????????????????????????, ???Mittag-Leer ???
????????????, ???? Darling-Kac??????.





















  = 1???, ????????:
m(x; 1; c) = (x  c):
  = 1=2???, ??????????:










  = 0???, ???????:




???, Mittag-Leler ????????????? Pollard ?????????????????.
[Pollard, 1946]????????????????, e z

(0 <  < 1)???????? (x)???.
??????????




( 1)k  (k + 1)
k!
sin(k)x k 1
???. [Pollard, 1948] ?? Feller ??????????????, Mittag-Leer ?? E( z) (0 

















???????????????? (?????????? 1500? c = 1)?, Mittag-Leer???
??????.  = 1; 0:8; 0:5; 0:3; 0????Mittag-Leer?????? A.5???. ???,  = 1
???????  = 0?????????????. ?????? ? 1?????????????
???.
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 0
 1













? A.5  = 1; 0:8; 0:5; 0:3; 0?Mittag-Leer????????.
A.2.4 ??Mittag-Leer??
Kasahara [1977a]?, [Darling and Kac, 1957]????????????????????????
????????????????. ???, ??? 0???????????? Darling-Kac????
???????????. ??????????????Mittag-Leer???????. 






m(x;; c) (x  0);
1
2



































































? A.6  = 0:8; 0:5; 0:3; 0???Mittag-Leer????????.











 = 1=2; 0??????????????.
  = 1=2???, (??)????????:












  = 0???, ?????????:




? A.6?  = 0:8; 0:5; 0:3; 0???Mittag-Leer???????. ???,  = 0????????
???????.
A.3 ?????Mittag-Leer?????
0 <  < 1;  =  ???????? L(x;; ; c)? x  0?????????????????





























































B.1 ????, ???? 





= 1 8c > 0
??????????.  
?? B.2 ?? f : R+ ! R?1???  2 R?????????, 1???????? h(x)?
???
f(x) = x h(x) (x 2 R+)





= c 8c > 0
??????????. 
B.2 ???????





???. x!1???? F (x)??????? z ! 0? f(z)??????????????????
???*1.
*1 ?????, ???????????????????????????????, ??????????????????
?????????????????????.
114 ?? B ????, ????, ??????? 
?? B.3 h?1??????, 0   <1?????,







F (x)  1
 (+ 1)
x h(x) (x!1) (B.1)
????????????????.





?????????, ?? B.3????? (????)????????????????. 






? z > 0??????????.
h?1???????, 0   <1??????,











n h(n) (n!1) (B.2)
????????????????.








Lambert W ??? w 7! wew ????????????. ????
W (z) eW (z) = z (C.1)
????????????. [Corless et al., 1996]????, ??? Lambert W ??????????




???? [Corless et al., 1996] ????????? Lambert, Euler ?????? (C.1) ?????
??.
1758?, Lambert???? x = q + xm ? q ?????????. ???, 1779?, Euler? Lambert
?????????????????????:
x   x = (  )vx+ : (C.2)
???, Lambert????? Euler????????
xn = 1 + nv +
1
2!
n (n+ + ) v2 +
1
3!




n (n+ + 3) (n+ 2+ 2) (n+ 3+ ) v4 + etc.
???.
Euler??????????,  =  ?????????????. ???? (C.2)????????
*1 Johann Heinrch Lambert (1728{1777). ????????????.
*2 Sir Edward Maitland Wright (1906{2005). ????????.
116 ?? C Lambert W ??
??  ! ?????????????????:
x  = 1 + (  )vx;
log x = lim
!
log (1 + vx(  ))
   ;
) log x = vx: (C.3)
Euler???????  = 1???????,  6= 0??????????????????. ? (C.3)
???? ???? z = x; u = v ????
log z = uz
???, ???  = 1?????????.
????? Lambert??????????????????? (C.2)???  =  =  1???,
x log x = v;
) x ex = ev;
????, ? (C.1)??????W ? Corless?? Lambert W ????????.
C.2 Lambert W ???????????
???? Lambert W ???????????????????????, ? 3???????? (3.7)
?????????????????.
 xex = a???,
x =W (a):
 xbx = a???,
x =W (a ln b)= ln b:
 xxa = b???,
x = exp (W (a ln b=a)) :
 ax = x+ b???,
x =  b W   a b ln a = ln a:
C.2.1 ? (3.6)???? (3.7)???
???




ln y = (1 + ) lnx+ 1  x  : (C.4)
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t = x  ; Y = 1  ln y ??????, ? (C.4)?























C.3 Lambert W ?????????????
LambertW ????????????? [Fritsch et al., 1973]??????. ????GNU Scientic
Library (GSL) ????????????????, ?????????????????????:









????, ???????, ??????????, ST-37???????????????Weibull?
? [Weibull, 1951]?, 1939????????????????Weibull??????????????
??. ?????????????????????????: n?????????????, ???
?????????
P (x) = 1  e '(x) (x  xu) (D.1)
?????????????????. ???, P (x)? x???????????????????. ?
???, ?? x????????? Pn(x)????, ????????? 1  Pn(x)???, ??? n?
??????????????????????,
1  Pn(x) = (1  P (x))n
??????????. ?????,
Pn(x) = 1  e n'(x)

















??????????????? [Hasumi, 2009]. 
?? D.1 ???????  > 0, ????????? c > 0?Weibull???























?????? N ??????? [Aizawa et al., 2000]??, ??????????????????
??????????????????, negative-Weibull ????????. ??????????,
?????Weibull???????????????????????. ???, Weibull??????
? x?
x  y = 1 (D.2)
????????? y ????????????????*1. 
?? D.2 ???????  > 0, ????????? c > 0 ? x  0 ?????? negative-
Weibull???































?Weibull?????????, ? (D.2)?????????????? y ?????????????????????
??????. ?????, ??????????? negative-Weibull????????????????.
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D.2 Log-Weibull??
????? log-Weibull ??? negative-Weibull ???????????????????????
??????*2. 
?? D.3 ???????  > 0, ????????? c > 0? log-Weibull???

























(x  1) (D.3)
???. 
? (D.3)?? log-Weibull?????????















? 2???, log-Webull?????? Lyapunov???? L ?   1? L1+()?????? DKA
??????????. ????, ????????????? 1-?????????????????
???????. ??????????????????? L1+()????? L1+()????????
????. ????, DKA?????? Mittag-Leer?????????????????????
???????????.
E.1 L1+()???????




(2x) for x 2 [0; 1=2);
(2  2x) for x 2 [1=2; 1]; (E.1)










 ???? (B < 2)?? ?????  2 L1+(),
 ????? (B > 2)??*1
 > B   2 )  2 L1+();
0 <   B   2 )  62 L1+();
*1 ??-???????????? B = 2??????????.
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d' L; 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???*3. ????????? L; ;c1 ? L ????????.
??, ???? n? k ?????????????
Sn =X1 +X2 +   +Xk
????????????. ???, Xj ? j ??????????????????????????
??. Xj = 1???? Sn ??????????. ??????, Xj > 0?????????????
??. ??????????????????????. ???? k ???????? n???????
?, ???????
Sn ' E(X)  k
*2 ???????????????, B > 2????? ??????????, 0 < p < q ???? Lp+()  Lq+()??
???. ???? ????????, Lq+()  Lp+()?????, ???????????????????????
?????.
[Komatsu, 1980, ?? 43] ??, ???????????????????????????????????????
?????. [Kolmogorov and Fomin, 1976, ? 7 ?] ??, ???????????????????????????
???????, L2 ???????????  =1??????????????????.
*3 ??????? U ; V ??????????????????? U
d' V ?????????.
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E.2.2 L1+()????????????????????
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 2 L1+() ???????. ?????,
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ML Dis. (α=0.5)
(d)  = 3:0
? E.3 B = 3:0; n = 106 ???? (a)  = 1:5, (b)  = 2:0, (c)  = 2:5, (d)  = 3:0 ????
Sn()= hSn(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????????????????????????. B = 2:5; 3:0; 3:5??????????????




B   1 + 1 for 0 <   B   2;
1
B   1 for  > B   2;
(E.10)
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 62 L1+()??? 0 <   B   2??? (E.7)???????. ? E.1(b)?????? (E.7)????
???????, xE.2.2? xE.2.3?????????????????????????. ??????
???, ? (E.10)?? (;B)? B ????? E.2???.
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n(;B) ????????????????? Sn() ??????????????????? 1 ?
???????? Sn()= hSn(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? E.6 (a) B = 2:5; 3:0; 3:5 ????  ? Weibull ??  ???. (b) ? E.4(c) ?????
B = 3:0;  = 0:6?? Sn()= hSn()i??????Weibull???????????????.
??? xE.2.3 ??????? (E.9) ????????????????????. ? E.6(b) ??
E.4(c)????? B = 3:0;  = 0:6???????????????????????*4??????
?. ? (E.9)????  =
1
3  1  0:5 =
5
7
< 1???? z ! 0??????
1  E
  c 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 = O z5=7
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